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The Story of Hornsey
CHAPTER I
A PROLOGUE FROM THE PAST
‘And what was before us we know not,
And we know not what shall succeed:
Haply, the River of Time,
As it grows, as the towns on its marge
Fling their wavering lights
On a wider, statelier stream,
May acquire, if not the calm
Of its early mountainous shore,
Yet a solemn peace of its own.’
MATTHEW ARNOLD.
LET us turn back into the forgotten centuries.
Imagine a vast lake. It extends from Hampstead
to Tottenham. The waters subside in the course
of ages. The hills now known as Highgate and
Muswell are first visible; and gradually the area of
land extends, the western portion being watered
by the river of Fleet to the Thames at Blackfriars,
and the eastern country intersected
10

by a bright and sparkling stream-—subsequently
called the Moselle—until it joins the Thames
tributary known as the Lea, at Tottenham.
Such was the earliest environment of Hornsey.
Then further centuries pass in the growth of
great forests. The Romans invade the country
and lay the foundations of the city of London.
Civilization slowly spreads. Soon after the
Norman Conquest the earliest of English
historians thus pictures the scene :
‘ On the north [of London] are fields for pastures
and open meadows, into which the river waters
do flow, and mills are turned with a delightful
noise. The arable lands are no hungry pieces of
gravel ground, but like the rich fields of Asia,
which bring plentiful corn, and fill the barns of
the owners with dainty crops of the fruits of
Ceres. Beyond these,’ he adds, ‘ an immense
forest extends itself, beautified with woods and
groves, and full of the lairs and coverts of beasts
and game, and stags, bucks, bears, and wild
bulls.’
In this the Forest of Middlesex were two trees of
which the growth was particularl y encouraged.
11

They were the now almost
extinct sweetchestnut, which furnished most of the wood for
building the houses in old London; and the yewtree, the branches of which were esteemed the
best for the making of bows. Those were the
bows with which the Plantagenets first made the
fameof England as a fighting nation, and the
archers were the rnen who preserved England by
their prowess at Poitiers and Agincourt.
The ownership of the Forest of Midcllesex
Wasvestedin the Abbey of St. Alban.Soon after
the Norman Conquest the lands south of Barnet
were attached by the Conqueror for his own
private purposes. At Hornsey a chase was
formed,
and a stretch of country from
Tottenham to Highgate—mostly wooded—was
made over in perpetuity to the Bishops of
London. Always this manor has been exempt
from the arch-deaconry of Middlesex. The first
Norman Bishop of London, Odo of Bayeux,
established his hunting - lodge at Highgate, 1068
- 1080 ; and in 1112 his successor—one Richard
de Beauvais—granted a chapel at Mose Well Hill
to the Priory of Clerkenwell. The church was
thus the earliest establishment
12

on the northern heights of London.
But how came the name of Hornsey? It is the
outcome of many changes. In public records
from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century the
name
appears as Haringhei, Haringee, or
Haringey. * About Queen Elizabeth’s time it was
usually called Harnesey, or, as some will have it,
says Norden, Hornsey. A later and learned
historian, the Rev. Daniel Lysons, declares that
‘ haringe ’— i.e., the meadow of hares—is not
very wide of the original orthography. In earliest
of all records the name is Haring-haia—an
enclosure of the field of hares. And thus gives
rise to the assumption since Highgate was always
Highgate, from the time of the Bishop’s huntinglodge—that the vicinity of the village of Hornsey
was originally a place set apart for those devoted
to hunting the hare—a very ancient English
sport, which went out of fashion during the
golden days of fox-hunting, and is now once
more revived.
To-day there are something like 200 packs of
hounds hunting the hare in these islands. It is,
indeed, not only an ancient, but a most
* The modern spelling of Harringay.
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respectable, fascinating, and peaceful sport. Let
us pass over the days of Nimrod and Xenophon.
What the medieval hare-hounds were like we
do not know. Certain it is, however, that Simon
de Montfort kept an establishment of harriers at
Odiham Castle, and that Edward III. took sixty
couples to the French wars. Elizabeth and James
also kept packs of harriers.
From writers of the sixteenth century have
been handed down the old adage with respect to
those who would ‘hold with the hare and hunt
with the hound,’ and to authors of the same
period may be traced the aphorism as to being
‘mad as a March hare,’ used also by Cervantes in
‘Don Quixote.’
One would scarcely look for hares in Hornsey
at the present day; but some time after the
formation of Finsbury Park I remember a present
of a hare being made from the island in the lake,
which towards the close of the sixties was still
teeming with wild-fowl. Somewhat before then
in April, 1866—a fine hare one morning caused
considerable amusement to the passengers
waiting for the 8.45 train at Hornsey Station,
poor puss being chased about for a time, but
14

ultimately getting clear off across the meadows
to what was then Haringhey Park.
One is reminded also of the story told of a Lord
Mayor who, in times .long past, Went hunting in
Epping Forest, according to immemorial
civic custom, on Easter Monday. Someone riding
past saluted him with, ‘ My lord, the hare comes
this way.’ His lordship bravely drew his trusty
sword, and, flourishing it, exclaimed, ‘Let him
come, let him come; I thank my God I fear him
not!’
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
‘l have friends—my books—whose society is
extremely agreeable. . . . Some relate to me the
events of past ages.’ PETRARCH.
MANY historic scenes have been enacted in and
around the district now known as Hornsey.
Bruce Castle at Tottenham stands for all time as
a reminder that this was the home of the Scottish
Kings when they came to do homage to the
Crown of England, and it was to the Bishop’s
Lodge at Highgate that Robert Bruce fled
disguised as a Carmelite friar when he fell under
suspicion at the Court of King Edward. Here also
in the chapel was kept for a time the body of the
brave Wallace, after his execution in 1305, and
pending opportunity for the removal of the
remains to Scotland. For these romances the
reader may well refer to Miss Porter’s ‘ Scottish
Chiefs.’
Towards the close of the fourteenth go there
happened in Haringhey Park quite a number of
16

events of national and historic interest. Mid-way
in the troublous reign of Richard II. a great
gathering of armed retainers of the nobles—some
say there were as many as 40,000—met in the
park to demonstrate against De Vere, Earl of
Oxford, a favourite of the King, who had been
newly created Duke of Ireland. Ten years later
Stow records that the Earl of Kent and others
charged Thomas, Duke of Gloucester, and
Richard Mortimer with armed insurrection in
Haringhey Park; and in I397, when Bolingbroke
was seizing the crown, and Richard as a prisoner
was being conveyed to London, he was met in
sympathy at the same place by the liveried
Mayor and Corporation of London.
There was another event during the reign of
Richard II. which at one time seriously
threatened the peaceable denizens of North
London. One third of the army of 60,000
insurgents raised by Wat Tyler were, according
to Holinshed, led by the captain of the Essex
men, a peasant who had taken or been given the
name of Jack Straw. This strong body of
rebellious serfs invaded the northern suburbs,
and at Highbury they burned the Priory of St.
17

John and the Prior’s house. This Was on the site
subsequently known as Highbury Barn, the
name being derived from a farm building
attached to the ancient manor
house of
Highbury. Jack Straw’s name is perpetuated by a
well-known hostelry at Hampstead Heath. The
neighbouring Spaniard’s Inn is of later date, and
gets its name from the fact that the house was
originally the country residence of the Spanish
Ambassador in the reign of James I.
When Henry of Monmouth came to the throne
amidst general rejoicing, he was met in Hornsey
Park by the Lord Mayor and 500 citizens of the
Metropolis; and in the succeeding reign of Henry
VI., who inherited the crown when only nine
months old, an outlying part of the demesne was
made notorious as the reputed scene of the
necromancy practised on behalf of the Duchess
of Gloucester when she fled from sanctuary at
Westminster. This is the subject of allusion in the
second part of Shakespeare’s play devoted to this
reign, and the chapel where it was alleged that
they ‘said mass over the instruments of necromancie’ is declared to have been near East End
(Finchley) railway-station.
18

During the Wars of the Roses the North of
London was little disturbed, the memorable
Battle of Barnet being over the border.
But once again, in the reign of the first of the
Tudors, there was a royal reception, Henry VII.,
on his return to London after the defeat of
Lambert Simnel and his adherents in 1487, being
met ‘in Harnesey Park by the maior, aldermen,
sherifes, and principal commoners of the City of
London, all on horsebacke and in our livery, to
attend on him, when he dubbed Sir Wm Horne,
mair of London, Knight; and betwixt Isledon and
London he dubbed Sir John Percivall, alderman, Knight.’ King Henry VIII. was also met
here under similar circumstances on his return
from a successful war in Scotland.
In later times, owing to the construction of the
Great North Road, the more stirring scenes of
military display were transferred from the east to
the west of Hornsey. Thus, in 1660, when the
power of Richard Cromwell was tottering, there
was a memorable encampment of the army of
General Monk on Finchley Common, then
second only to far-famed Hounslow Heath, and
comprising upwards of 2,000 acres. This was on
19

their way to London. The route was reversed in
1745, when the Duke of Cumberland’s army also
encamped upon Finchley Common en route to
the battle in which was extinguished the last
hope of the Stuarts. The occasion was made the
subject of one of Hogarth’s pictures, ‘The March
to Finchley,’ the scene depicted being outside the
Adam and Eve Tavern, which still remains at the
end of Hampstead Road. The original work
hangs to-day in the committee - room of the
Foundling Hospital, of which Hogarth was a
great benefactor.
One cannot close these historical reminiscences
Without some reference to Queen Elizabeth.
‘At the death of her father,’ says Mr. Thomas
Frost in ‘The Country Homes of Queen Elizabeth,’ the Princess ‘was living at Elsynge Hall,
near Enfield, sometimes called Enfield House.
Her half-brother Edward, who had been living
at Hertford, was, when that event occurred,
removed to the same house, but in a few days
travelled to London in the guardianship of the
Earl of Hertford, being then only ten years of age,
and the junior of Elizabeth by four. The young
20

Princess was removed in less than a year to
Hanworth House, one of the jointure houses of
the Queen Dowager, Katherine Parr, situated
three miles from Hounslow, but she always
retained in after-life pleasant memories of her
early residence in Enfield She experienced many
changes of domicile before she ascended the
throne, owing to Mary’s constant suspicions of
the designs of the Protestant party ; but after she
became Queen she visited Enfield on several
occasions, holding her Court there, and hunting
the stag in the extensive and beautiful chase. She
is known to have been there for a fortnight in
September, 1561:, and again in the summers of
I564 and I568. The Manor of Enfield was settled
upon her by her brother about I550, at which
time it is supposed he either built, or rebuilt on
the site of a former mansion, the house
sometimes confounded with the old manor
house, and some portion of which is still
standing on the south side of Church Street, the
greater part having been demolished in the
following reign.’
Thanks largely to the influence of ‘good Queen
Bess,’ the direct road over Highgate Hill was
21

constructed through Bishop’s Park, thus
connecting Barnet and the ‘Hollow-way’ which
had existed from medieval times. The ‘anciente
highwae,’ as described by John Norden, came by
way of Fryerne Barnet, past Coanie Hatch, over
Muswell Hill, and so on by way of what is now
Hornsey Road to Grays Inn. Queen Elizabeth
must frequently have passed through Hornsey
on her way to Enfield Chase—that chase which
Macaulay declares to have been as much as
twenty-five miles in circumference. ‘Deer as free
as in an American forest wandered there in
thousands,’ We are told. Of this part of the
ancient Forest of Middlesex only the woods at
Hadley now remain. These were left unenclosed.
The rest was deforested in 1777, the deer being
captured and taken to Luton Hoo.
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CHAPTER III
CHANGES OF A CENTURY
‘ Thus the old order changeth,
Yielding place to the new.’ TENNYSON.
HORNSEY is amongst the youngest of
municipal boroughs. It is almost the oldest of
strictly suburban places of residence. Long
before the fields in the West of London were
sparsely occupied
by the nobles and the
aristocracy, the merchant princes of the City had
selected the northern slopes as suitable sites for
their country residences. One hundred years ago
there Were something like 500 houses in the
parish, which then included South Hornsey.
More than half of these were in the hamlet of
Highgate, perhaps a hundred in the village of
Hornsey, scarcely a score at either Crouch End
or Muswell Hill, and the rest
scattered
throughout the district. The entire population
scarcely reached 2,500 souls, and was less than
half that of Islington or Enfield—the then
two most populous northern suburbs. Next came
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Edmonton, Hampstead, and Tottenham, leaving
Finchley, Hendon, and Stoke Newington only as
less important than Hornsey.
In the early part of the nineteenth century there
was a gradual growth. In 1821 the population
reached 5,000, and out of 743 families 143 were
returned as engaged in agriculture. In 1831 there
were 911 families and 814 inhabited houses. In
1851 the population had risen to 10,000; twenty
years later it had doubled. The chief increase
promptly followed the adoption of the Local
Government Act in 1867, the affairs of the parish
having previously been under the control of the
Vestry, which as far back as 1775 had been
responsible for the ‘lighting and watching’ of the
hamlet of Highgate.
Midway in the sixties Hornsey was still in the
fields, and Highgate preparing for the railway.
Developments soon followed. In twenty years the
assessment of Hornsey was quadrupled; by 1891
the population of Hornsey proper was 44,523,
having more than doubled in the preceding
decennial period. Extension within the next ten
years was even more rapid, and the last census
returns (1901) show a population o f 72,056,
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Hornsey Ward alone containing as many people
as the combined parish of thirty years ago. The
population of Hornsey to-day is nearer 80,000
than 70,000; the rateable value is upwards of
£600,000; and the number of houses i.s far more
than 15,000, an increase of at least 3,000 since
the last census was taken. The area of Hornsey
consists of 2,809 acres of land and 27 acres of
water.
Two-thirds of Highgate remain an integral part
of the borough of Hornsey, a charter of
incorpora- tion having been granted in I903, and
the Mayor and Corporation succeeding the
Urban District Council, created in I895. It was in
this year that South Hornsey was constituted a
separate civil parish, but by an Act passed in I899
the South Hornsey Council was dissolved, and
the district divided between the Metropolitan
boroughs of Stoke Newington and Islington and
the county of London.
A superficial glance at the foregoing figures
shows them to be more eloquent than such
statistics usually are. But some extracts from
authoritative writers of the nineteenth century
will perhaps give a more appreciable picture of
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the progress of the once rural parish. Says Mr. G.
L. Gomme, in his description of ‘ London in
I837’:
‘The northern heights were entirely rural, more
separated from London than were the western
portions. The source of the Fleet River was at
Highgate, and in I837 this was an open stream
and of entirely rural character. It flowed through
Kentish Town, then also a country suburb,
passing by a moated farmhouse that existed in
I838. There is an old prophecy which speaks of
certain evils which shall befall the realm of
England when Highgate stands in the heart of
London. In 1837 this contingency seemed
remote enough, for “merry” Islington was then
only just filling up as a populous suburb, and
Highgate was far behind, although when Mr.
Sotheby took Fenimore Cooper in 1828 to see
Coleridge at Highgate, the novelist tells us: “We
found the bard living in a sort of New England
house, that stands on what in New England
would be called a green. The demon of
speculation, however, was at work in the
neighbourhood, and the place was being
26

disfigured by trenches, timber, and bricks’ ”
(‘ England,’ iii. 80).
Writing more recently ‘The Story of Gray’s
Inn,’ Mr. Edward Dicey recalls the former
pleasant outlook the Inn afforded upon ‘merry
Islington’ and the heights of Hampstead and
Highgate. He adds:
‘I have often heard from my father that as late
as 1820 he dined in Great Ormond Street, and
that from the back-garden there was not a house
to be seen northwards nearer than those perched
at the foot of Hampstead Heath. Nowadays I
should doubt whether there were any point in
the whole of the Inn from which you can, even
on the clearest of summer evenings, get a
glimpse of the chain of hills which encircle
London on its northern side.’
The most surprising fact in the comparison of
Hornsey at the commencement of this and the
last century is that the present inhabitants alone
outnumber the former entire population of the
ancient or geographical county of Middlesex—
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that is, excluding the parishes situated in the
Administrative County of London. The present
population is, of course, comprised of all classes,
although the agricultural element has almost
entirely disappeared. Comparatively few of the
residences
of
merchant
princes—each
surrounded by four or five acres of picturesque
gardens—now remain. But the commercial
element is still predominant. Recent returns have
shown that in Hornsey there reside a greater
proportion of clerks than in any other residential
district around London. The proportion per
1,000 of the whole population is—if national and
local government clerks are combined with those
engaged in commercial occupations—110.2 in
Hornsey, as against 94.3 in Stoke Newington,
74.4 in Lewisham, and 65.6 in Hampstead.
Hornsey may, therefore, not inappropriately be
described as essentially the home of the clerical
community in the commercial capital of the
world’s greatest empire.
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CHAPTER IV
THE RAILWAY REVOLUTION
‘ How merrily, how cheerily, we ride upon the rail
! We think not of the driving rain nor care about
the gale.’ ASHBY STERRY.
NOTHING has contributed more to the development of Hornsey than the gradual extension of,
and increased facilities afforded by, the Great
Northern Railway.
Less than forty years ago the Tottenham and
Hampstead junction (now the Crouch Hill extension of the Midland) Railway was not opened.
There were no trams, and only very infrequent
omnibuses from Hornsey and Highgate. Practically, the only public means of conveyance to and
from London was by the Great Northern Railway.
On that route the only stopping-place between
Hornsey and Holloway was Seven Sisters Road, a
mere ticket-collecting station; and in the summer
of I866 there were only sixteen up and eighteen
down trains daily. Upon none of these trains
were ‘smoking’ carriages
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provided, and the only
City station was
Farringdon Street.
To-day how different are the facilities afforded!
Omnibuses innumerable and horse-trams exist
on either side of the borough. Electricity carries
trains from Finsbury Park to the City in less than
fifteen minutes, and soon there will be electric
trams as well. How marvellous has been the
development of the Great Northern Railway
suburban traffic the following brief record will
show.
The inception of the company was beset with
many difficulties. It performed its initial work as
a public carrier in Lincolnshire in the year 1848.
In the first four months the total earnings were £
2,502 ; the total expenditure was more than two
and a half millions.
The trial trip from London to Peterborough was
made on August 5, 1850, a temporary London
terminus being opened at Maiden Lane. In little
more than two years the main-line station at
King’s Cross was built on the site of a small-pox
and fever hospital, the traffic then consisting of
three fast and ten slow trains out of London
each week-day. There were only four
30

stations within fifteen miles of London—
Hornsey, Southgate, Barnet, and Potter’s Bar. A
few ‘ mansions, villas, and gardens of the
aristocracy and merchant princes’—to quote Mr.
Charles H. Grinling’s interesting history of the
Great Northern Railway—gave little indication of
any large suburban traffic; but in 1854 further
expenditure was sanctioned for a coal-depot and
ticket-station at Holloway. The same year saw
the incorporation of the Metropolitan Railway
for the purpose of taking over a projected
Paddington and King’s Cross line, eventually
extending to the City.
From July 1, 1861, there were erected for the
accommodation of a few local residents a couple
of wooden platforms—hardly deserving the name
of station—at a point just beyond the railwaycrossing in the Seven Sisters Road. This was the
beginning of Finsbury Park Station, at which in
the first instance there called seven up and eight
down trains each week-day.
It was not until October, 1863, that the Great
Northern ‘City and suburban service’ actually
commenced, by powers granted, to run over the
Metropolitan line. It is recorded that the
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passengers by the first train expressed their
delight by swooping down in force upon the
refreshment buffet at Farringdon Street and
consuming all it contained. This raid seems to
have been accepted as an omen of a suburban
traffic of Gargantuan proportions. At any rate,
powers were promptly
obtained by an
independent company for branches of the Great
Northern Railway to Highgate, Finchley, and
Edgware, and soon the parent company went to
Parliament with a Bill for a Hornsey and
Hertford Railway to relieve the main-line, and
then for powers to construct a branch to
Muswell Hill in view of the approaching opening
of the Alexandra Palace.
On September 22, 1867, the Edgware and
Highgate line was opened for traffic, with further
power to extend from Finchley to High Barnet,
both undertakings being taken over shortly afterwards by the Great Northern Railway, who
guaranteed the dividend. The Hertford extension
was concurrently abandoned from Enfield, this
curtailed branch being subsequently opened from
Wood Green in April, 1871.
The extension to Moorgate Street was effected
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in 1869, and at this time quite a feature in the
internal history of the company was the sudden
rise into importance of Seven Sisters Road
Station. In February, 1868, the directors decided
to add ‘a footbridge and waiting-shed’ to the
original wooden platforms; and when they
followed this up a year later by proposing an
expenditure of £1,146 on ‘waiting-room and
covering of platform,’ some of the shareholders
began to protest. ‘ That Seven Sisters Road has
been an incubus,’ Mr. Seneca Hughes declared.
‘It is like the weird sisters, or the daughters of the
horse-leech, crying, “Give, give I” ’
On the other hand, another shareholder—who
stated he had ‘some friends at Colney Hatch’
(loud laughter)—supported the proposal; While a
third speaker declared he had ‘ known two sisters
cost double the money.’
In August, 1869, the new public park adjoining
this station was opened, whereupon its name was
changed from Seven Sisters Road to Finsbury
Park.
The Finchley and High Barnet line was opened
in April, 1872, and the Highgate and Muswell
Hill branch early in the succeeding year. The
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portion of the line within the Palace grounds
was constructed at the expense of the Palace
company. All the Great Northern Railway had to
do was to make the connecting-link between this
and Highgate, one mile eleven chains in length;
but it involved a considerable viaduct over the
valley between Highgate and Muswell Hills, and
altogether cost some £50,000. Yet, though not put
in hand till the autumn of 1872, the line was
completed in good time for the opening of the
Palace to the public on May 24, 1873.
The day proved a beautifully fine one, and the
rush of passengers to the Palace was long
remembered at the booking-office at King’s Cross
as the greatest ever experienced. The new Palace
was a great success, but, unfortunately, it was
burnt down after only sixteen days. To get some
small return for their expenditure, the railway
company then opened the Muswell Hill Station
just outside the Palace grounds.
The steady development of suburban traffic was
such that at the end of 1874 the Great Northern
Railway had 6,480 season-ticket-holders, as
against 2,457 in 1867. In December, 1874, the
Canonbury line to the City was opened, but it
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entirely failed to relieve the congestion, and, as a
consequence the doubling of the Copenhagen
and Maiden Lane tunnels was at last decided
upon. In January, 1882, Lord Colville informed
the Great Northern Railway shareholders that
‘towns’ were ‘springing up within two or three
miles of King’s Cross as fast as people’ could
‘build them.’ The season-ticket-holders at this
time numbered 14,420. To-day there are
probably twice as many, 3,500 alone using
Hornsey Station; while the total suburban traffic
exceeds 30,000,000 passengers per annum. Extra
stations to meet the demands of increasing
population have been opened at Stroud Green
(1881), Harringay (1885), and Cranley Gardens
(1903). In this current year the Great Northern
Railway will have established a record in issuing
upwards of 100,000 season tickets over the entire
system.
This enormous suburban traffic has not been
developed without some accidents. On December 10, 1881, there were four trains in collision in
the Canonbury tunnel, with the result that 5
passengers and a guard were killed, 10 passengers
seriously injured, 117 bruised and shaken, and
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54 others furnished with the opportunity of putting in claims. In the following January a dense
bank of fog suddenly enveloped Hornsey Station,
and by a collision on the down-rails 2 passengers
were killed and 20 injured. In February, 1886,
there was another accident at Finsbury Park,
owing to a dense fog. Fortunately, it was less
disastrous, not a bone being broken. But 347
claims were made in connection with it, and
£33,000 paid in compensation, a sum equal to the
whole of the profit on the suburban traffic for six
months.
To the Midland Railway some share of the
credit for opening up the country is also due.
The Tottenham and Hampstead Junction Railway
opened for traffic on ]uly 21, 1868. On January
31, 1870, the Great Eastern Railway, who had
hitherto worked the line, declined to continue to
do so, and passenger traffic ceased for the time.
On July 1, 1870, the Great Eastern Railway
Cambridge main-line trains commenced running
to and from St. Pancras via the Tottenham and
Hampstead line. The Midland commenced local
passenger traffic as far north as Crouch Hill on
October 1, 1870, and in May of the succeeding
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year the now overcrowded local passenger
service was continued to Tottenham.
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CHAPTER V
PICTURESQUE HORNSEY
‘ Rivulets hurrying thro’ the lawn,
The moan of cloves in immemorial elms,
And murrnuring of innumerable bees.’
TENNYSON.
THE little river which now furnishes London
with the larger share of its water-supply for two
centuries formed a prominent feature in the
landscape of Hornsey. To-day its utility is
doubtless greater, but its appearance is not so
picturesque as in the early years of last century.
A volume published in 1820, entitled ‘London
and its Environs; or, The General Ambulator,’
declares that ‘the New River runs beautifully
through Hornsey.’ There is also the authority of
an Islingtonian named Trotter, who about 1850
wrote as follows in his ‘Select Illustrated
Topography of Thirty Miles round London’ :
‘The village [of Hornsey] consists chiefly of
pleasant suburban villas, with some elegant
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mansions, and is agreeably situated in a small
valley, or rather, basin, watered by the New River
and encircled by verdant hills. Both in the village
and the vicinity are some good taverns, which are
the holiday retreat of the citizens of London
during the summer months.’
Mr.J.H.Lloyd, in his ‘ History of Highgate,’
published in 1888, also mentions that the New
River, flanked by some fine old trees,
‘flowed from the direction of Wood Green
parallel with Nightingale Lane, crossed the Priory
Road opposite the end of the lane, and, inclining
to the east, immediately crossed the end of
Middle Lane, proceeding through the gardens of
the Three Compasses, then, returning, recrossed
the main-road just below the rectory garden,
and, describing an arc, once again crossed the
road below the church near the present railwaybridge.’
In a ‘leader’ I have preserved from the Daily
Telegraph, written (probably by Mr. David
Anderson, a former resident of Hornsey) in
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September, 1886, appears the following:
‘ Everyone would regret it were Highgate Woods
allowed to go the way of the once picturesque
and secluded village of Hornsey—a charming
spot swallowed up by the voracious builder
within the memory of young men and women.
Twenty-one years ago [that would be in 1865,
soon after the City and suburban railway service
was commenced] Hornsey Station . . . opened
upon a beautiful avenue of nobly grown elmtrees, leading at a few yards distance to a bridge
across the New River, and a sight of the ivymantled Norman tower of the church crowning
a gentle eminence. Opposite to the glebeland—
the village green intersecting—came a long row
of foliage-embowered, timber-built cottages, such
as Morland would have loved to paint, and
datiing back to centuries of peaceful, rustic
existence. Proceeding in the direction of Muswell
Hill, the wayfarer passed nursery-grounds on his
left, and on his right the rectory and a few
gentleman's seats; and so by way of a greenbordered road to the village pound, and a group
of squatters’ huts at the foot
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of the hill adjacent to where now stand the gates
of Alexandra Palace. In the spring-time, along
that Priory Road, in the boughs of the great trees,
the nighltingales sang sweetly, in view of the
rolling uplands to the ridge surmounted by the
shepherd’s cot, and on the other hand as far as
Wood Green, whence a public right-of-way led
across the meadows. At the foot of Muswell Hill,
as then innocent of park-gates or railway-station,
just where the two roads met—the one from
Crouch End, the other from Hornsey village—a
footpath over the fields, at right angles with the
slope of the hill, led into the heart of Highgate
Woods, a bit of as wild, tangled sylvan scenery as
any to be found in the broad space of the island,
yet situated scarcely half a dozen miles from the
General Post Office.’
The Three Compasses, from whence the short
stage-coaches used to run, was in these early days
a famous hostelry, with pleasant gardens watered
by the river, plenty of greensward for the playing
of cricket and bowls, and ample stable accommodation for the many who rode or drove out
from London. Opposite was the Campsbourne
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estate, now intersected by a road called after the
father of the New River, but, strangely enough,
spelt until quite recently as Myddleton at one
corner, and as Myddelton on the other side of the
street. To Campsbourne Lodge was originally
attached an estate of twenty-four acres, including
a lake and probably the finest specimen in the
country of a cut-leaved alder-tree, 50 feet in
height and nearly 11 feet in girth. The place was
latterly the residence of Mr. William Eady.
Another famous place was Haringhey House,
which was situated just the other, or eastern, side
of the railway as first constructed. This house
was built by Edward Gray on the site of a fine
old Tudor mansion, which was pulled down
about 1750. ‘Bosomed high in tufted trees,’ we
are told in ‘The Beauties of Middlesex’ that it
was surrounded on three sides by the New River.
Imposing porters’ lodges were placed on either
side of ‘ the broad open entrance to the gates,’
and the
park obtained dignity from its
embellishment of fine oak and magnolia trees
and a ‘moat-like
piece of water.’ The
conservatory and green-houses were 122 feet in
length; the vinery extended for 40 feet; and the
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walled kitchen-garden covered 1.5 acres. The site
of this estate, which was for long in the
occupation of Mr. Edward Henry Chapman, is
now covered by houses and cut up by no less
than nineteen roads. One of the few remaining
old houses of Hornsey is that now tenanted by
the volunteers, and formerly in the occupation of
the Mitchell family, who owned the property
covered by the Alexandra Palace and Park. One
of the last to disappear was the Priory, erected
shortly before 1830 by Henry Warner. Many of
its magnificent fittings were removed from
Wanstead House, which was built for Sir Richard
Child, the banker, afterwards Earl Tylney, in
1715, and said to have cost £100,000.
In truth there were many mansions and still
more smaller houses—villas they were calledWhere in the much-abused mid-Victorian days
the home~life of England was to be seen at its
best. The stucco ornaments, the cupids in the
gardens, would, perhaps, be unappreciated in
these more strenuous times; but in the days
before electric trams or twopenny tubes there
Were really restful residences in Hornsey. At
such a one it is easy to picture Dr. Charles
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Mackay declaiming:
‘ Stand back, bewildered politics !
I've placed my fences round ;
Pass on with all your party tricks,
Nor tread on holy ground :
Stand back I'm weary of your talk,
Your squabbles and your hate ;
You cannot enter in this walk—
I’ve closed my garden-gate.’
In the formerly picturesque village but now
very modern borough of Hornsey there is no
greater monument of antiquity than the parish
church. In the new church of stone, which is
placed at the east end of the old brick edifice, the
pulpit is a memorial to the Rev. Canon Harvey,
who Was Rector for more than fifty years from
1829 to 1880. This half-century covers a complete
change in the social conditions of Hornsey ; and
before Canon Harvey retired he had established
beyond the mother district of St. Mary six
separate ecclesiatical parishes, namely, St.
Michael's, Highgate; St. James's, Muswell Hill;
Christ Church, Crouch End; St .Matthias, South
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Hornscy; Holy Innocents, Tottenham Lane; and
Trinity Church. Stroud Green. Canon Harvey
was an indefatigable worker even in his later
years; he was once known to take four full
services on a Sunday, and walk to and fro
between St. Paul’s, London, and Hornsey, at
nearly eighty years of age. No wonder a local
bard was inspired to declare :
‘At Hornsey resides in a. sweet pretty home—No
better you’ll find wheresoe’er you may roam—
At the foot of Muswell Hill slope,
Canon Harvey : by many so loved and respected
That e’en in their prayers he is never neglected,
The same as the Queen, Prince, or Pope.’
It was at the commencement of the rectorship of
Canon Harvey that what is now known as ‘ the
old church’ was built. It was, however, attached
to the embattled tower (now profusely covered
with ivy) of a former church erected about 1500,
containing many monuments to Elizabethan
worthies, and said to have been largely constructed from stones taken from the old huntinglodge or country-seat of the Bishop of London at
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Highgate. Earlier than this, however, there was a
parish church at Hornsey, the existence of which
is proved by Newcourt’s ‘ Repertorium ’ (an
ecclesiastical parochial history published in 1708)
giving a list of Rectors from 1321, when Joh. de
Ishelham succeeded Olney. Thus church history
in Hornsey can be traced for a period of nearly
600 years.
The register of baptisms at Hornsey Parish
Church dates from 1653, those of marriages and
burials from 1654. The living is a rectory of the
net value of £900, including upwards of 40 acres
of now very valuable glebeland, with residence.
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CHAPTER VI
ANCIENT AND HEALTHFUL HIGHGATE
‘And many to the steep of Highgate hie :
Ask ye, Boetian shades, the reason why ?’
BYRON.
IN his ‘Northern Heights of London,’ William
Howitt bears witness to the fact that ‘in 1869
there were really fields, lanes, and woods round
Highgate, and within it historic traces of longpast times.’ This he observes of ‘the ground
where Bacon died, and Marvell lived; Where, no
doubt, Milton sometimes visited Marvell; where
of late years Coleridge philosophized ; where
genial Leigh Hunt loved to walk; where Keats
learnt in its green lanes that
“‘ A thing of beauty is a joy for ever.” ’
And, truly, Highgate is much more ancient as a
place of residence than Hornsey, which until
recent years was in agricultural occupation; and
this notwithstanding the fact that Highgate was
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for long a mere hamlet in the forest, no road
leading through it till the fourteenth century.
In John Norden’s history, which was published
towards the close of Queen Elizabeth’s reign, he
says, speaking of Highgate:
‘ Upon this hill is set most pleasant dwellings; yet
not so pleasant as healthful; for the expert
inhabitants there report, that divers who have
been long visited by sickness, not curable by
physic, have in a short time repaired their health
by that sweete salutarie aire.’
It was as a holiday as well as a health resort that
Highgate became famous at least a couple of
centuries ago. In the seventeenth century highway robberies were frequent and the company
was not particularly polite. As far back as 1601,
in ‘ Jack Drum’s Entertainment,’ is the following
song on the introduction of a Whitsun morris~
dance :
‘ Skip it and trip it nimbly, nimbly,
Tickle it, tickle it lustily ;
Strike up the tabour for the wenches’ favour,
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Tickle it, tickle it lustily.
‘ Let us be seen on Hygate Greene,
To dance for the honour of Holloway.
Sin’we are come hither, let us spare for no leather
To dance for the honour of Holloway.’
Again in ‘Poor Robin’s Almanack’ for 1676
there is allusion to perpetual feasting and festivity
at Highgate—thus :
‘At Islington
A fair they hold,
Where cakes and ale
Are to be sold.
At Highgate and
At Holloway
The like is kept
There every day.’
Highgate Fair proper was, however, an annual
event. It was extensively patronized, and lasted
for three days in July. In 1744 the attraction on
the first day was the release of a pig as a prize for
the man who could take it by the tail and throw
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it over his head; on the second day a race of 100
yards in sacks was advertised ‘for a large sum’;
and on the third day the programme promised a
race for a hat: twelve times round the green,
entrance fee, a shilling each, to be divided
between the first and second men. Indeed,
Highgate seems early to have been the home of a
strong sporting fraternity, and the eighteenthcentury newspapers report frequent matches
from this locality. For instance, a porter won a
wager of £5 for walking from the conduit in
Cheapside to Highgate in four minutes under the
hour allowed; and on another occasion ‘a very
corpulent man’ ran for a wager from Highgate to
the Horse Guards—six miles—in thirty-four
minutes.
But no Highgate custom attained greater
notoriety than that of ‘swearing on the horns.’ It
does not appear to have been peculiar to Highgate, but at no place was the mock ceremony
more frequently and generally performed. Over
the door of the old Gate House Tavern there used
formerly to be erected a pair of bullocks’ horns.
This sign was doubtless a symbol of authority
used in collecting the tolls for the droves of
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used in collecting the tolls for the droves of
horned cattle, and presumably had its origin in
the park-keeper’s or forester’s staff of office,
which was a pair of huge antlers mounted on a
pole about 5 feet long.
Travellers through Highgate used to be enticed
into one of the several inns—as late as 1826 there
were no less than nineteen of them—and there
administered a burlesque oath at the cost of a
shilling to be spent for the good of the house.
The ‘oath’ instructed that one must not eat
brown bread when white was to be had; nor
drink small-beer when strong ale was available;
nor kiss the maid when the mistress was at hand,
but sooner than miss a chance must kiss them
both. The fun of the thing ‘caught on’ (to use a
very modern phrase); and besides legitimate
travellers, large parties of excursionists used to
come from London to be sworn and to spend the
night in dancing.
Lysons (1795) says:
‘ The custom of imposing a burlesque nugatory
oath on all strangers on their first visit to Highgate is well known. The custom, I am informed,
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has been for some years on the decline.’
Doubtless ; but it was at least thirty years later
that Cruikshank painted his celebrated picture of
‘ The Swearing-in,’ and that Charles Dibdin,
amongst his many songs, penned one anent ‘ The
Monstrous Horns at Highgate.’
The custom of taking the tolls at Highgate
continued into the second half of the nineteenth
century, there being a bar at the Gate House, and
another on the Archway Road, the latter being
freed in I876. In the old coaching days there were
as many as eighty stages regularly stopping at the
Red Lion Inn, a house of which the license has
lately lapsed. The bustle and excitement caused is
the subject of reference by many writers in the
last century. Thomas de Quincey, in his essay on
‘The Glory of Motion,’ describes the night-mails
running through ‘ the broad uncrowded avenues
of the northern suburbs ’ ; and Byron tells how
one had to get
‘Through coaches, drags, choked turnpikes, and
a whirl Of wheels, and roar of voices, and
confusion ;
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Here taverns wooing to a pint of “purl”; There
mails fast flying off like a delusion.’
Space permits only passing reference to the
celebrated Highgate school named after its
founder, Sir Roger Cholmeley, who was Lord
Chief Justice in 1565, and to one amongst its
many distinguished residents, Lord Mansfield,
who has been not inaptly termed the founder of
the commercial law of this country.
In popular estimation there is perhaps no
personage more intimately associated with Highgate than Dick Whittington. Hero of timehonoured nursery-story, and most familiar of all
subjects for Christmas pantomime, Dick Whittington has been known by repute to almost
every child of the English-speaking race, a
reputation which it is safe to say no other citizen
of the Empire has ever enjoyed.
That he ever rested on Highgate Hill with his
faithful cat is improbable. The historical accuracy of the legend is very much in dispute. It is
suggested that what was formerly called
‘Whittington’s Stone’ was merely a wayside cross
in front of the Chapel of St. Anthony, and
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designed to draw attention to, and benefactions
for, the unhappy inmates of the adjoining lazarhouse. Certain it is, however, that a stone existed
as far back as 1608, and that it was replaced by
one recording the equally undoubted fact that Sir
Richard Whittington was thrice Lord Mayor of
London—at intervals of ten and twelve years—in
the reigns of Richard II., Henry IV., and Henry V.
The Richard Whittington of real life was the
youngest son of Sir William Whittington, a
descendant of an ancient Warwickshire family,
and proprietor of landed estates in
Gloucestershire and Herefordshire. He died in
I360, when Richard was quite young, for he was
not yet a man in 1374, when he lost his mother.
The little that is known of Whittington’s early
life is told by the Rev. S. Lysons in his somewhat
rare volume entitled ‘ The Model Merchant of the
Middle Ages, exemplified in the Story of
Whittington and his Cat; being an Attempt to
rescue that Interesting Story from the Region of
Fable, and place it in its Proper Position in the
History of this Country.’
There are two points in respect to which
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tradition is found to agree with ascertained
facts—first, that a cat had something to do with
the making of Whittington’s fortune, and,
second, that the hero did actually marry Alice,
daughter of Sir Hugh Fitzwarren, of Torrington,
owner of much property in Devonshire and
other counties.
In 1393, when at least forty years old, Whittington was a master-mercer and member of the
Mercers’ Guild, with five apprentices under him.
In September of that year he was elected Sheriff
of London, upon the re-establishment of the
office after its withdrawal by Richard II. In 1397
he was called upon to act as Mayor, and in the
following year elected in his own right. He was
again Mayor in 1406, M.P. for the City in 1416,
and Mayor once more in 1419, during which year
of office he was probably knighted. Sir Richard
Whittington lived in a house in Crutched Friars.
He built the library of Greyfriars monastery in
Newgate Street, and entirely rebuilt the Church
of St. Michael, Paternoster, in which he was
buried. He died March 24, 1423, being about
seventy years of age. The church and Whittington’s tomb were consumed in the Great Fire of
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1666.
This Sir Richard was the founder of
Whittington College, which in Stow’s time called
God’s House, and afforded accommodation for
thirteen poor men. Subsequently it was
suppressed, and the charity dispensed in other
forms by the most ancient and wealthy of all the
City guilds, the Mercers. From funds accruing
from the bequeathed estates, the Mercers’
Company in 1822 commenced the erection of
the existing almshouses, below the archway,
where home is provided for a ‘tutor or master,’ a
matron, and upwards of twenty-four single
women above the age of fifty-five years, and
whose income is less than £30 per annum. This is
the sum they yearly receive from the charity,
together with other benefits, thanks to the
generous benefactions of the illustrious Dick
Whittington, under will made September 5,
1421, almost five centuries ago.
Highgate Hill has been the scene of many
carriage accidents. One might have entirely
changed the succession to the crown. I refer to
the narrow escape of Her late
Majesty
Queen
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Victoria on July 6, 1837, fourteen days after her
accession. Accompanied by her mother, the
Duchess of Kent, in a carriage drawn by four
horses and ridden by postilions, Her Majesty was
descending the precipitous West Hill, Highgate,
when the horses became restive and plunged
violently. There was no drag-chain, and the
carriage was in imminent risk of being
overturned, when Mr. Turner, landlord of the
Fox, sprang forward and succeeded in blocking
the wheels of the vehicle. Her Majesty, who was
naturally much alarmed, alighted from the
carriage and took refuge in the tavern. In course
of half an hour the return journey to Kensington
Palace was resumed, the plucky Boniface being
liberally rewarded and granted a license to
mount the royal arms. Thus the Fox became the
Fox and Crown. A tablet at West Hill now marks
the site of this demolished inn, the board bearing
the royal arms being preserved by the Highgate
Literary and Scientific Institution. Turner’s son,
one of the oldest inhabitants, died suddenly at
Highgate only a few months ago.
The old road up Highgate Hill, which was of
little importance until the North Road was
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opened in the time of Elizabeth, was ill-kept and
perilously rutted. In 1767 it was widened and
made less steep; but three years later Lord Sandys
was upset there, subsequently dying from the
effects of the accident. Then, again, ‘ My lord
Bruckers,’ we are told by Pepys, ‘put six horses
into his coach to climb the steep ascent.’
It was this difficulty and danger of access to
Highgate which led to the construction of the
Highgate Archway by a company formed in 1810.
The scheme was rarely ridiculed at its inception,
even a burlesque play being perpetrated under
the title of ‘The Highgate Tunnel; or, The Secret
Arch.’ Indeed, ‘the tunnel’ was its familiar name,
and not inappropriately, as will be admitted by
those who remember the original structure. Says
Charles Lamb in a letter to Mr. Gillman of
Highgate, when his sister Mary was being driven
over from Enfield, ‘Pray God they have not
toppled over the tunnel.’ But the only people
who ‘toppled over the tunnel’ were those who
sought suicide, and of these there were several.
Otherwise the structure was a great benefit to all
except the Highgate innkeepers, and added much
to the convenience and safety of travellers. In
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the last decade of the nineteenth century the
archway was reconstructed, the road now being
spanned by a graceful bridge in place of the
structure first erected. Undoubtedly the archway helped forward the prophecy of Mother
Shipton—still, thank Heaven! a long way from
fulfilment—to the effect that
‘ Before the guid folk of this
Kingdom be undone,
Shall Highgate Hill stand
In the middle of London.’
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CHAPTER VII
CROUCH END AND STROUD GREEN
‘ Ye hart, ye hern, ye bittern too
Yee villeins may not toche ;
And when yee here ye word “ Crouche Ende,”
Beware ye Ende of Crouche.’
THESE lines from the pen of a supposititious
‘yonge monke’ of ‘ye Buttery of Tottenham
Monastry’ complete an amusing skit in an early
number of the Hornsey Hornet. The verses were
entitled ‘Ye ryghte merrie concete wherebye ye
place ycleped Crouche-Ende hathe its name.’
The story was that ‘a whighte hight Crouche, a
villein of ye manor of Dawbynes,’ which adjoined
Hornsey, did ‘ slaye a fatte bucke in ye Bishoppe
his chase to make cheere at ye feeste,’ and that,
being caught red-handed, he was hanged to a tree
in accordance with the prophecy of ‘ye witche of
ye withered ashe.’ This was ‘ye Ende of Crouche.
And soe to this day ye place is ycleped CroucheEnde.’
Dismissing this quaint conceit, there is little
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doubt that Crouch End obtained its name from
the cross which in olden times stood at the foot of
the hill. From the Latin crux we get the word
‘cross,’ but Chaucer uses the word ‘crouche’ in
place of ‘ cross,’ and we have also the Crouched
or Crutched Friars, as the last of the great
religious orders, the Trinitarians, were called,
from the cross they Wore. Thus, a cross is a
crouch, and the cross from which this locality
doubtless derived its name formed a convenient
halting-place on the ancient highway from
London to the neighbouring shrine on Muswell
Hill, and so on through Fryerne Barnet to the
north.
Crouch End and Stroud Green may be conveniently coupled as the centres from which the
great growth of Hornsey originally spread. In
point of time the precedence belongs to the latter
place.
Less than thirty years ago I can remember the
flowering hedgerows of the rich meadows in
Stroud Green, when the newly-opened High
Barnet branch of the railway ran through fields
from Finsbury Park, and when a narrow ‘cutthroat lane,’ as it was called, led to the top of the
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‘Hog’s Back,’ descending which a well-trodden
path through fields of ripening corn gave
approach to Hornsey village.
This reminiscence may be coupled with one
slightly earlier, when a small but adventurous
boy often used to pack up his toys and walk from
Barnsbury to see maternal relatives at their then
rural retreat, almost at the corner of the Seven
Sisters and Hornsey Roads. Upon the site of the
house either the police-station or public school
now stands. In the rear was an unusually long
stretch of garden. It must have been extensive
apart from any juvenile imaginings, because it
contained a large pond, with goldfish,
overshadowed by a splendid mulberry-tree.
From the end of the kitchen-garden—presuming
one was sufficiently juvenile and venturesome to
have climbed to the roof of the summer-house—
the view was of extremely rustic character, the
stretch of meadows being scarcely broken by a
dwelling-house so far as the eye could reach.
Before the passing of the Hornsey Enclosure
Act in 1816—an Act which made the first great
change in the appearance of this district, from the
enclosure of more than 100 acres of common
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land—there were 3 acres of straggling waste
spaces at Stroud Green; and through these there
passed a delightfully secluded lane, to which
parties of pleasure-makers used to resort in the
summer time.
One particular party deserves especial mention.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the
clerks of London parishes assembled at Clerks’
Well— now Clerkenwell—for the performance
of mysteries or sacred plays.
‘ When the comic muse took refuge in theatrical
buildings,’ says Pink’s ‘History of Clerkenwell,’
‘the Ancient Society of Parish Clerks became
divided: some turned their attention to mimicry
and wrestling at Bartholomew Fair, while others
for their better administration formed themselves
into the Society of the Mayor, Aldermen, and
Recorder of Stroud Green, assembling at the Old
Crown in merry Islington, but still saving their
right to exhibit at the old London “spaw,” formerly Clerks’ Well. Even so late as the year 1774,
members of this ancient society were accustomed to meet usually in the summer-time at
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Stroud Green, near Hornsey Wood House, and to
regale themselves in the open air; the number of
persons drawn to the spot on these occasions
produced a scene similar to that of a country
wake or fair.’
The residential occupation of Stroud Green
started in the sixties, and gradually extended
from the Seven Sisters Road. The builder’s hand
was stayed for a time at Stapleton Hall, once the
residence and property of Sir Thomas Stapleton,
of Grays Court, Oxon, and built probably on the
site of the old prebendal house of Stanestaple, of
which mention is made in Doomsday. Latterly
the house was the residence of Mr. Charles
Turner, who farmed the lands until they were
built over. The house was then used as a club.
At the top of Crouch Hill there were as late as
1888, when Mr. Lloyd published his ‘ History of
Highgate,’ ‘several large houses, surrounded by
extensive and well-timbered grounds.’ In one
lived the late Hon. and Rev. Baptist Noel, and in
another the late Mr. Peter Robinson, what time
he was piling up a fortune at his huge drapery
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establishment in the West E nd of London.
In Crouch End some of the smaller ancient
houses still remain, and not very long since
removed was old Crouch Hall, which is stated to
have been the original King’s Head Tavern,
though the more celebrated hostelry of ancient
date was the Leathern Bottle, which at a point
nearer Park Road provided considerable stabling
for pack-horses.
Crouch Hall as late as 1850 is described as
a beautiful and imposing edifice. The estate
occupied the whole frontage of the west side of
the road from the foot of the hill to Park Road,
the continuation of which was formerly, and,
indeed, until recently, called Maynard Street. A
notable occupant of Crouch Hall was Sir Felix
Booth, who was much interested in Arctic
exploration, as witness the compliment implied
in conferring the name of Boothia Felix upon a
certain portion of discovered northern territory.
Sir Felix Booth was probably more particularly
interested in one of the manufactures for which
London is famous—its alcoholic spirit now
known as ‘Old Tom,’ ‘unsweetened,’ or London
gin, and once much more the common tipple of
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the people than it is to-day. In Sir Felix’s time the
extensive piece of water adjoining Crouch Hall
was called ‘the lake of Geneva ’—a playful
allusion to the business of the distiller.
The Crouch Hall estate comprised no less than
4 acres of pleasure-grounds and 2 acres of water.
It formed, in fact, a perfectly natural park with
gently undulating surface, in retired and
picturesque seclusion. To an island in the lake a
rustic bridge gave access, and the magnificent
character of the property can be judged from
the fact that it included a pavilion 42 feet long,
16 feet wide, and 20 feet high, and that attached
to the house was a conservatory 25 feet in length.
The last occupant of Crouch Hall was Mr.
William Bird, familiarly known as Captain Bird,
from the great interest he took in the volunteer
movement. He was one of the most genial of the
old members of the Local Board and the original
School Board for Hornsey.
The Crouch End Broadway was created about
the end of the seventies, and with it the rusticity
of the district was doomed, although the old
smithy at its Hornsey end for long remained.
Crouch End was intended as—and, indeed, has
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since become—a central and up-to-date shopping
area for the district, there not being up to this
time in Hornsey parish any large retail houses.
The Crouch End Opera-House (opened Tuesday,
July 27, 1897) still remains the only recognised
theatre in the borough of Hornsey, though there
are several similar places of amusement just
beyond the boundary. A century ago there was a
regular theatre in Southwood Lane, Highgate,
and playbills of some of the performances are
preserved in Mr. George Potter’s valuable
annotated volume of Prickett’s‘ History of
Highgate and its Antiquities.’ This may be seen in
the reference department of the Hornsey Central
Library.
In a prominent position at Crouch End Broadway stands a handsome clock-tower and
drinking-fountain ‘erected by subscription in
appreciation and recognition of the public
services rendered by Henry Reader Williams,
Esq., J.P., to the district of Hornsey during a
period of twenty-one years.’ This inscription is
dated June, 1895, and all too modestly it sets
forth the debt owing by the present generation to
one who not only served for many years as
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chairman of the Local School Boards, but who
was the prime mover in the prolonged efforts for
preserving Highgate Woods. Mr. H. R. Williams,
who was a wine-merchant in the City, entered
heart and soul into the early development of
Hornsey. He was the last occupant of the Priory.
First of the forward movements in Crouch End
was the opening of the China Cup Coffee Tavern,
which created a good deal of local interest. This
was in the days that intervened between the
tavern and the tea-shop—the year 1880 in point
of fact. In playful parody of ‘Come into the
garden, Maud,’ sang the local bard:
Come into the China Cup,
For the demon Drink has flown ;
Come into the China Cup,
Which stands in the Park Road alone—
To Tavern of Coffee and Working Men’s Club,
Where fumes from “ churchwardens ” are blown.’
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CHAPTER VIII
MUSWELL HILL AND THE MOSELLE
‘ The holy spring is turn’d aside,
The arch is gone, the stream is dried.’ CRABBE.
MOST recently developed of any part of the
borough of Hornsey is the parish of Muswell
Hill, but not even Highgate has history more
ancient.
The summit of the hill was the seat of the
shrine of ‘Our Lady of Mosewell.’ Here the
fraternity of St. ]ohn of Jerusalem, whose headquarters were at Clerkenwell, had a considerable
farm conferred upon them by Bishop Beauvais in
1112, in right of his office as Bishop of London,
Lord of the Manor of Hornsey. In a charter of
the time of Henry II. reference is made to ‘terram
de Mosewlle.’ On September 9, 1539, ‘ the
nunnerie of Clerkenwell and diverse others were
suppressed.’ The Church lands (about 65 acres on
the eastern side of Colney Hatch Lane) were
subsequently claimed and held by the parish of
Clerkenwell. From them, with Fortis
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Green, was formed in 1843 the ecclesiastical
parish of Muswell Hill, the original Church of St.
james having been built in the previous year. In
1900, by virtue of an Order in Council, this
detached portion of the parish of Clerkenwell was
added to the then urban district of Hornsey.
Then it was built upon, and all traces of monastic
days disappeared.
At Muswell Hill, says Norden (1593), there is ‘
a spring of faire water,’ and the ‘ place taketh the
name of the well and the hill.’ Richard de
Beauvais is supposed to have erected a chapel on
the land which he gave to the nunnery; and in it,
we learn from the authority just quoted, was an
‘ image of the Ladie of Mousewell, whereunto was
a continual resort in the way of pilgrimage, in
regard to the great cure which was performed by
this water on a King of Scots, who, being
strangely diseased, was advised by some divine
intelligence to take the water of a well in England
called Muswell, which after long scrutation and
inquisition this well was found and performed
the cure.’
‘ The water of this well is drunk for some
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distempers still,’ adds Aubrey in 1696 (‘
Miscellanies,’ published I784).
Pink’s ‘ History of Clerkenwell’ adds that
pilgriinages to Muswell Hill were common in
Queen Mary’s days, and quotes evidence to show
that they were accompanied by gross licentiousness. The principal route for pilgrims from
London was by the only main-road through
Crouch End, though there was access from the
north by Fryerne Barnet and by a lane (now
Muswell Hill Road) from Kilburn Priory via
Highgate.
The author of this ‘ History of Clerkenwell’ died
in 1860, but his work was not published until
later. In his time it is stated:
‘ The wells are two in number, and continue in
good preservation, being bricked round to the
depth from which they seemingly spring (about
5% feet), and enclosed besides from the field
where they are situated by wooden railings.
Though only a few yards asunder, their waters
differ in quality; that of one being hard, sweet,
and beautifully pellucid, while the other more
nearly resembles rain-water, and is used only
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for the purpose to which the latter is applied.
Neither is supposed to possess any medicinal
properties. By the united and ceaseless
overflowing of theses wells a rivulet is formed,
named after them Mose or Moselle, which,
descending the hill, takes at devious course
through the parishes of Hornsey and Tottenham.
In the latter village it makes a remarkable bend,
in shape like that of the Greek letter omega; but
eventually it finds its way into the river Lea at
Broadmead Marsh.’
All traces of the wells and of the stream have
now disappeared from Muswell Hill; and the
road frontage to ‘Clerkenwell detached’ is to-day
occupied by a handsome row of shops known as
Royal Parade. Memory of old times is, however,
preserved by Wellfield Avenue and by houses in
Muswell Road (which the stream crossed) called
respectively ‘ Moselle’ and ‘ Monk's Well.’ In the
days before the District Council of Hornsey the
source and course of the water was very much in
evidence; but the few traces now remaining are
only to be discovered on the Wood Green
borders of the borough and towards Tottenham.
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In 1850 there was a ‘ Moselle Villa’ at Tottenham,
occupied by Mr. Roger Dawson, ‘set in pleasuregrounds of extensive and picturesque character.‘
This, apparently, was quite a different place to
Moselle House, which stands at the corner of
Church Road, and is numbered 707, High Road,
Tottenham. At this spot, which is almost opposite
the ground of the Tottenham Hotspur Football
Club, there is still—or was quite recently—a
stagnant brook in front of a shop and cottages. It
is shut off from the pavement by iron railings,
and disappears under the front-garden of an
adjoining house. On the south side of Church
Road there is no sign of a stream. A little further
north, between 759 and 761 in the High Road, is
Moselle Street, a somewhat ‘slummy’ thoroughfare. Kelly’s local directory map of 1903 shows
the Moselle as a stream running across Lordship
Lane, and in this same year there was clear
evidence of it just beyond the public park
surrounding Bruce Castle. Building, however, is
proceeding so rapidly that little time can elapse
before the English Moselle passes away for all
time.
William Howitt (1869) relates how, in
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December, 1861, the rights of the public to the
existing well at Muswell Hill were threatened by
the owners attempting to close it. Subscriptions
were raised for an action-at-law in defence of the
rights of the ‘ poorer inhabitants,’ who were then
dependent upon the well for their water-supply.
Judgment was given in their favour on April 26,
I862, and since that time, adds Howitt, ‘the
public rights have been undisturbed.’ On the
passing of the Muswell Hill Estates Act (1866-67)
clauses were inserted which protected for the
future the inhabitants in the fullest enjoyment of
‘ the now public well (St. Dunstan) in the neighbourhood.’ The writer further remarks that ‘the
well is of the greatest antiquity, and possesses a
reputation for medicinal virtues.’ At this time the
well was supplied with a pump, from which the
‘poorer inhabitants’ were privileged to fetch their
water.
A few years later the Moselle, as a stream,
became a public nuisance, and an injunction was
obtained by the Tottenham Board of Health
(March 23, 1866) restraining the Highway Board
for the parish of Hornsey from further making
sewers or drains which would pollute the stream
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known as the Moselle. It appeared that for years
the sewage of the parish of Hornsey had been
carried off by the Moselle, but that latterly the
Highway Board had inaugurated a new system by
which the sewage of Hornsey was emptied in a
body into the Moselle a very short distance before
the stream reached Tottenham parish. In the
course of the trial samples of the water of the
Moselle were exhibited to the Court, and even the
defendants’ witnesses, with only one exception,
admitted in their aflidavits that the stream ‘did
smell unpleasantly.’
Towards the end of 1881 it is recorded that the
well was still to be seen on the east side of Colney
Hatch Lane, and Mr. Lloyd, in his history (1888),
mentions its continued existence, although, he
says, the stream had disappeared, the only
evidence of late being ‘polluted surface drainage
water.’
Not until long after the Reformation is there
any record of Muswell Hill being used as a place
of residence, but the parochial authorities of
Clerkenwell did not forget their detached
property.
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‘ Once in seven years a troop of noisy boys came
here, along with the minister and parish
magnates, to beat the boundary marks in lieu of
being whipped into the remembrance of them’
(Fox’s ‘ Ecclesiastical History,’ 1576).
Then also we read:
‘The mannor or chappell of Muswell Hill (called
also Pinsenall Hill) with its appurtenances was
alienated or sold in the 19th of Elizabeth (1577)
by Anne Goodwyn and others to Wm. Roe, in
whose family it has continued till of late it was
sold to Sir Thos. Roe, as I hear’ (Newcourt’s ‘
Repertorium,’ 1703).
Norden (1593) also corroborates the fact that
on the site of the well ‘old Roe had a proper
house.’ His son was Lord Mayor of London, and
a connection of the family was Nicholas Rowe,
Poet Laureate to George I., who was buried at
Westminster Abbey in 1718.
Lysons adds that the manor was sold about
1700, and came into the possession of the family
of Pulteney, being now (1795) the property of
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Lady Bath. Sixty years later there were eight
dwelling-houses in existence upon the detached
portion of Clerkenwell parish, the two by the
roadside being traditionally said to occupy the
site of the dairy-farm which, in monastic times,
sent its produce to the nuns of Clerkenwell.
In the early part of last century there were
other famous mansions at Muswell Hill. One of
the finest estates was that known as The Grove,
the seat of Mr. William Block, with avenues of
elm and oak, which constituted ‘one of Nature’s
most lovely scenes.’ The avenue of elms was,
indeed, supposed to be the finest in the country,
though it is a moot point whether Dr. Johnson
(in Topham Beauclerk’s time) ever visited the
place so frequently as to justify the appropriation
to him of one of the walks as ‘Dr. Johnson’s
Walk.’
Then there were Avenue House and The Elms,
very fine residential places, as well as Bath House
and Grove House, both of which were
demolished when the railway was constructed.
The Alexandra Palace and Park have loomed
large in the affairs of the neighbourhood for fully
forty years. The Alexandra Park Company was
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formed in the early sixties, with a capital of
£200,000 in shares of £20 each. The first Palace
was opened on May 24, 1873, and destroyed by
fire on the 9th of the succeeding month.
Promptly rebuilt, the place was reopened on
May I, 1875. Its subsequent history proved
unfortunate. It will suffice here to state that in
1900 the Palace and 173 acres were acquired at a
cost of £156,000 by various public bodies for the
use of the people in perpetuity. The Palace itself
(with buildings covering 7 acres and 4 acres of
glass roofing) is in the parish of Wood Green,
and only 38 acres of the park are in the parish of
Hornsey. Relics of the past are now rare in
Muswell Hill, but one remains in the hostelry
known as the Green Man. In olden time the
gamekeeper, or squire‘s chief man, used to be
dressed in green, and the poet Crabbe, who
frequently rambled round Hornsey, might well
have had Muswell Hill in his mind when writing
his poem entitled—prophetically, perhaps—‘ The
Borough ’ :
‘ But the Green Man shall I pass by unsung
Which mine own James upon his signpost hung?
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His sign, his image—for he once was seen
A squire’s attendant, clad in keeper’s green.’
Pre-eminently picturesque of all habited parts
of Hornsey, and notably the home of the
nightingale—as witness the reminder afforded by
Nightingale Lane—we may imagine that an
earlier poet, one Jammes Beattie, also had some
acquaintance with Muswell. Thus ‘The Hermit’:
‘ At the close of the day, when the hamlet is still,
And mortals the sweets of forgetfulness prove,
When naught but the torrent is heard on the hill,
And naught but the nightingale seen in the
grove.’
Midst all that is poetic and picturesque there is
yet a note of tragedy to be sounded north and
south of Muswell Hill. Years ago, at the crossroads which meet at the foot of the hill, where the
site of an old pond is now marked by an
enclosure of shrubs, a girl suicide was buried, a
stake through her body, in accordance with the
brutal custom of the times. Then, also, at
Tetherdown, not ten years since, a most
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diabolical murder was committed. Mr. Henry
Smith was the lonely occupant of a house at the
corner of Page’s Lane, and on the night of
February 13, 1896, he was surprised and most
cruelly done to death by two burglarsnamed
Fowler and Milsom. Both men were hanged at
Newgate on the 19th of the following June.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCERNING SEVEN SISTERS—AND
OTHERS
‘ Where lovingly both man and wife
May take the evening air ;
And London dames to dry their cloathes
May hither still repair.’
THE above verse is taken from an old ballad
entitled ‘The Life and Death of the Two Ladies of
Finsbury that gave Moorfields to the City for the
Maidens of London to dry their Cloathes.’ It
aptly serves to explain why Finsbury Park is so
called, a matter of which Hone, in his ‘ Everyday Book,’ and others, have confessed their
ignorance. The park itself is wholly within the
borough of Hornsey, and, in days when the
control of public pleasure-gardens is vested in
local au- thorities, it is often asked, Why
Finsbury and not Hornsey Park ?
It must be remembered, however, that the
breezy pleasure-ground of 120 acres—each of
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which cost nearly ,£500, and all of which are now
completely paid for—was provided by the longdefunct Metropolitan Board of Works—the
authority preceding the London County Council
-and was primarily intended as a suburban
recreation - ground for jaded Londoners. There
was no thought of the municipal borough of
Hornsey in those days; and the Metropolitan
Board of Works, whose Act empowering the
purchase of the park was passed in 1857, only
gave back to citizens what they previously possessed in Finsbury Fields, on the outskirts of the
very much smaller Metropolis. Sir john Fines,
the father of the two sisters who are eulogized in
the ballad for the gift of playing and drying
grounds, was supposed to have been ‘ slain in the
Holy Land hunting the Saracens.’ His daughters,
after ‘a lamentation of 300 days,’ solemnly buried
his heart in a place to which they gave the name
of Fines-bury. Subsequently, in 1315, the manor
fell into the hands of the Corporation of the City
of London, upon lease from the Prebendary of
Halliwell and Finsbury in the Cathedral Church
of St. Paul.
From these early days the fields of Finsbury
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formed the northern playground of London.
There was situate the drilling-ground of the
train- bands of the City, and at the butts the
youth and
manhood of Plantagenet days
practised ‘ shooting with the bow’ on every
Sunday, feast-day, and holiday, as enjoined by
royal proclamation and civic ordinance. More
than this: it was in the eastern portion of
Finsbury Fields that the first playhouse in
London was built in 1576. It was appropriately
named The Theatre, and was probably circular in
form, as it certainly was when removed and
reconstructed at Bankside.
There is thus good cause for the perpetuation of
the name of Finsbury in connection with public
recreation, although, as a matter of fact, a certain
portion of the ground covered by the park had
for more than a century been a favourite resort
of Londoners.
The feeling that Hornsey was making sacrifice
at the expense of the Metropolis did not fail to
find expression at the time the park was being
laid out. A contemporary writer (December,
1866), after indicating that the healthiest part of
Islington was that which adjoined Hornsey—the
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death-rate being 8.5 per 1,000—adds :
‘ This is the locality which has been selected for
the Finsbury Park, and the statistics accumulated
by the assiduous guardian of the health of
Islington show that the spot has been well
selected by the designers of the park, and prove
that the proposed lungs for Finsbury have no
disease in them. This park, however, is a sacrifice
for Hornsey, for the last remnant of its forest is
thereby obliterated, and the great pigeon preserve
is destroyed. The wild wood of Hornsey will be
transformed into the pretty park of Finsbury, but
those who can remember this last vestige of the
forest land will sometimes sigh, as they
promenade in the park, for the lost rusticity of
the wood, where in the olden time Betsy was
transformed to Sylvia, and Dick the butcher
became, for one day at least, as gentle as a
shepherd.’
It must be remembered that when this was
Written there was no public right to Highgate
Woods; and in view of the vastly increased
population, it may well be admitted that Hornsey
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owes some thanks for the timely forethought of
the old Metropolitan Board of Works, for
Finsbury Park is of all the open spaces in the
modern borough the only one where to any
considerable extent it is possible for floriculture
to flourish. Before chrysanthemums became as
common and as highly cultivated as they are in
England to-day, the November shows at Finsbury
Park visited by people from all parts of the
Metropolis. Nor are other flowers neglected. And
rightly so, for, as Ruskin says, ‘ Flowers seem
intended for the solace of ordinary humanity;
children love them; quiet, contented, ordinary
people love them as they grow; luxurious and
disorderly people rejoice in them gathered.’
‘About a mile nearer to London than Hornsey,’
observes a writer in the Ambulator of 1774, ‘is a
coppice of young trees called Hornsey Wood, at
the entrance to which is a public-house, to which
great numbers of persons resort from the City.’
The house referred to was originally a little
roadside place of entertainment, with two or
three old oaks before it, beneath which ramblers
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could rest and refresh themselves. It was much
frequented by anglers, there being an approach
from the New River across a meadow. As its
frequenters became more numerous it was
enlarged, and the ground laid out as tea-gardens.
At one time, it is stated, as much as £10,000 was
spent in alterations to the travern.
Thus Hone in his ‘ Everyday Book’ :
‘The old Hornsey Wood House well became its
situation; it was embowered and seemed a of the
wood. Two sisters, a Mrs. Lloyd and a Mrs.
Collier, kept the house; they were ancient
women, large in size, and usually sat before their
door on a seat fixed between two venerable oaks,
wherein swarms of bees hived themselves. Here
the venerable and cheerful dames tasted many a
refreshing cup with their good-natured
customers, and told tales of bygone days till, in
very old age, one of them passed to her grave,
and the other followed a few months afterwards.
Each died regretted by the frequenters of the
rural dwelling, which was soon afterwards pulled
down, and the oaks felled, to make room for the
present roomy and more fashionable building.’
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Prior to its demolition in 1866, this second
Hornsey Wood House was a very popular and
typical Cockney resort, especially on Sundays.
On week-days wrestling was a favourite sport,
and select parties used also to visit the grounds
for pigeon-shooting, as members of a gun club.
Quite early in the nineteenth century the wood
shared with Chalk Farm the honour of being a
theatre for Cockney duellists.
When the slopes of North London were clothed
with verdure, and only sparsely dotted with villas,
tea-gardens abounded in every country road. In
and around Hornsey there were innumerable
suburban houses of summer entertainment. In
addition to Hornsey Wood House, there were
quite near at hand the Sluice or Eel Pie House,
and a little further on the celebrated resort called
Highbury Barn. In Crouch End there was also
quite a number of these places, but perhaps none
was more famous—nor in the old days could
have been more picturesque—than the gardens
attached to the Three Compasses at Hornsey.
The tavern tea-garden was patronized not only
by the ‘young bloods,’ but by sober citizens with
their wives and families. A substantial ‘ high tea’
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at the better- class places cost either 1s. 6d. or 2s.
per head. But times change. Truly we may say
with the Bard of Cockayne:
‘ The-haunts we revelled in to-day
We lose to-morrow morning,
As one by one are swept away
In turn, without a warning.
Alas ! while progress at a touch
Commits new devastations,
Our old resorts we miss as much
As elderly relations.’
In place of tea-gardens for public resort we now
have public parks (with convenient tea-shops
adjoining), and in this respect the borough of
Hornsey is exceedingly well supplied. In addition
to Finsbury Park, its recreation-grounds include
Highgate Woods (69 acres), generously
preserved and maintained by the Corporation of
the City of London, and Queen’s Wood
(51acres); while Bishop’s Wood and Coldfall
Wood are also within the borough boundaries,
to say nothing of public gardens of 7 acres in
Middle Lane and of
1 acre in High
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Street, Hornsey. Waterlow Park is in the parish
of St. Pancras, but a considerable portion of its
frontage is on the borderland of Hornsey.
It has previously been noted that on the
opening of Finsbury Park the name was adopted
for the ticket-collecting station on the Great
Northern Railway, previously called Seven Sisters
Road. In those days much was heard of the Seven
Sisters. It is to be feared they are almost
forgotten now.
The road remains, however, for all time. It was
orginally cut in 1832 as a continuation to
Tottenham of a road made not so very long
before from Gloucester Gate, Regent’s Park, to
Holloway. The somewhat curious name was
doubtless derived from the fact that it led direct
to seven trees—popularly supposed to stand as
memorials to seven sisters—on some common
land at Page Green, Tottenham. These trees
became thus fantastically known from an early
seventeenth-century legend, which eighty years
ago was reproduced in a youthful poem by the
late Mr. J. A. Heraud, entitled ‘ Tottenham.’ But
there is not the slightest basis of fact for the
story. This was conclusively shown in an
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interesting paper, entitled ‘In Search of the Seven
Sisters,’ in one of the early issues of the Seven
Sisters and Finsbury Park Journal, as the
Hornsey local paper was originally called. It was
one of a charming series of articles contributed
by Mr. W. E. Church, an authority on the
topography of North London, for many years the
honorary secretary of the Urban Club, and at
one time a familiar lecturer at the Highgate
Literary and Scientific Institution, the Birkbeck,
and other similar societies.
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CHAPTER X
LOCAL GOVERNMENT—-THE ‘ELDERLY’
NEW RIVER
‘During the past year the death-rate of Hornsey
has been less than half that of the seventy-six
towns dealt with in the Registrar-General’s
returns, and, quarter by quarter, absolutely the
lowest of any of them.’—Hornsey Journal, May
21, 1904.
HORNSEY has developed because it has always
been healthy, and this in spite of many defects of
local government in its early days. The contrasts
between the conditions then and now are
remarkable, for the present inhabitants of the
borough enjoy a combination of urban and rural
advantages which are unexcelled elsewhere.
The latter have been detailed at some length;
most of the former are too obvious to need more
than passing mention.
For instance, less than forty years ago the only
telegraph-office in the district was at Highgate, I
and a guarantee of £100 in subscriptions was
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required before the London District Telegraph
Company would consent to open a station at
Hornsey. Then there is the electric light, which is
now so largely used, and which compares so very
favourably with the illuminant once sparsely
supplied by the Hornsey Gas Company—we refer
to the period previous to the extension of the
Works, and the reduction of the price from 6s. to
5s. per 1,000 feet in 1866. Also it may be mentioned that there was no service of the Metropolitan Police, although a local ‘ lock-up ’ existed
in Priory Road under charge of the village constable. It was afterwards used as a mortuary. In
the same thoroughfare was also situated the
Hornsey Workhouse before the Edmonton
Union was formed.
The Hornsey Fire Brigade Station, also a
Metropolitan service, was opened in 1889; and
the adjoining Free Library, from which there are
now two admirable branches at Highgate and
Stroud Green, came into existence ten years
later.
But in material provision for the preservation of
public health the two most important factors are
drainage and water-supply. Referring to 1837, in
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his admirable little volume entitled ‘London in
the Reign of Victoria,’ Mr. G. L. Gomme, the
Statistical Officer of the London County Council,
says: ‘ Drainage by small sections was the plan
adopted for closely-built sections of the town;
cesspool drainage alone existed for all parts outside the limits of continuous building.’
The actual state of affairs in Hornsey even
thirty years later may be judged by extracts from
an article in the Hornet, headed ‘The Cholera
and our Neighbourhood.’ The dread scourge was
then invading London in a virulent form, and
says the pioneer of local papers (August, 1866) :
‘Perhaps there is no suburban district near
London which enjoys so unenviable a notoriety
as Hornsey, certainly none in which so little
regard is paid to public health; here the foul
matter ejected from the dwelling-houses is
allowed to empty itself into open drains which
fringe our highways. . . . The parish is full of
these disgusting hotbeds of disease.’
And again :
‘ The open sewers which disgrace our highways
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must at once be covered in, and every species of
miasma which would tend to invite the cholera,
now being terribly developed in our midst, must
be removed.’
How different is the state of things to-day,
when as perfect a system of sewerage exists as in
any area of the United Kingdom!
Then, as regards water-supply, Hornsey has
helped to play an important part not only for the
‘ comfort and conveniency’ of its own people, but
for those resident in the City and throughout the
northern environs of London. To—day within its
confines, near to the Wood Green boundary and
at Stroud Green, there are extensive reservoirs of
the New River Company; and these, with others,
take the place of the open stream which formerly
ran—as it does now by the side of the cricketground at Finsbury Park—from its far-off source,
at Amwell in Hertfordshire, through Broxbourne,
Cheshunt, Enfield, Edmonton, Wood Green,
Hornsey, Stoke Newington, and Islington, to its
head at Clerkenwell. Its inception was practically the scheme of one man, Sir Hugh
Myddelton, by whom it was opened with great
ceremony on September 29, 1613, so that
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Charles Lamb was perfectly justified when in
1823 he declared the New River was ‘ rather
elderly by this time.’
Scant justice has been done to the memory of
the man who made the New River. Sir Hugh
Myddelton—or Middleton, for spelling in his
days was arbitrary and very much at the option of
any writer—came of a sturdy family in Denbigh.
His brother 'William was a captain and friend of
Sir Waltel' Raleigh’s, and one of the first smokers
of tobacco in London. He is supposed to have
died in retirement at his house in Highgate in or
soon after the year 1603.
Hugh was born about the year 1555,
apprenticed to the Goldsmiths’ Company in his
youth, and soon became possessor of a famous
shop in Basing- hall Street. Like his brothers, he
was a member of the Merchant Adventurers’
Company, and traded With European ports,
although at the same time he was especially
zealous in the development of
domestic
enterprise. Hugh became wealthy, and Was a
member of Parliament in 1614. Some years
previously he had been member of a Committee
of the House of Commons respecting the
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possibility of bringing a stream of running water
from the River Lea to the northern parts of
London, a subject that the increasing need of
Water-supply for the City had long forced upon
the people’s attention.
‘The matter had been well mentioned, though
little minded,’ says the quaint historian Stow, ‘till
courage and resolution lovingly shook hands
together, as it appears, in the soul of this no-wayto-be-daunted, well-minded gentleman.’
‘If those,’ exclaims Fuller in his ‘Worthies of
England,’ ‘ be recounted amongst David’s
worthies who, breaking through the army of the
Philistines, fetched Water from the Well of
Bethlehem to satisfy the longing of David,
founded more in fancy than necessity, how
meritorious a Work did this Worthy man
perform, Who, to quench the thirst of thousands
in the populous city of London, fetched water at
his own cost more than four-and-twenty miles,
encountering all the way an army of opposition,
grappling with hills, struggling with rocks,
fighting with forests, till, in defiance of difficulties, he had brought his project to perfection.’
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This Was the nature of the work done by
Myddelton in constructing the New River.
The business was fairly entered upon March 28,
1609, when the Corporation of London formally
accepted Myddelton’s proposal to bring a supply
of Water from Chadwell and Amwell, in Herts, to
Islington, as ‘a thing of great consequence,
worthy of acceptance for the good of the city,’
stipulating only that the work should be begun in
two months’ time, and finished, if possible,
within four years.
The first sod was turned early in May, and
straightway began a storm of angry abuse and
idle complaint. The owners of land very forcibly
protested against the undertaking, the chances of
which would have been ruined but for the fact
that King James, who was residing at Theobalds,
became concerned for the success of the venture.
In November, 1611, His Majesty agreed to pay
half the expenses in consideration of a moiety of
all interest and profits upon completion. The
sum received by Myddelton from the King was
£8,609 14s. 6d.
So impoverished by the undertaking was its
projector that he was further obliged to borrow
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£3,000 at 6 per cent. from the Corporation of
London; and ultimately the whole property was
divided into seventy-two shares, of which the
King received one half. From the sale of his
shares Sir Hugh realized something like £ 10,000,
and most of this money he promptly proceeded
to spend upon an embankment for Brading
Harbour, subsequently
embarking upon
successful mining projects in Wales. He was
made a Baronet on October 19, 1622, and on
February 21, 1625, King James confirmed to him
the lease of the mines royal in Cardiganshire ‘as a
recompense for his industry in bringing a new
river into London,’ and exempted him from the
payment of royalty for whatever gold and silver
he might discover.
Sir Hugh Myddelton lived sometimes in
Cardigan; occasionally at Bush Hill, near
Edmonton; and frequently at his house in
Basinghall Street. He worked hard to the last, and
died December 10, 1631, aged seventy-six years,
leaving among other charitable bequests a share
in the New River Company to be applied by the
Guild of Goldsmiths in assisting its necessitous
brethren—a fund that contributed to the support
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of more than one of his own degenerate and
spendthrift offspring.
Reverting to the ‘ London of 1837,’ as described
by Mr. Gomme, it is interesting to note that at
the date mentioned he says:
‘Water-supply was, as might be expected, very
inadequately attended to. The private supplies by
means of pumps provided the inhabitants of the
greater part of the out-lying portions of what is
now London, and artesian and other Wells
completed the deficiencies from these supplies. . .
In 1837, so far as the water-supply was not dependent upon private wells, there were ten
companies supplying the London area. Of these
the oldest was the New River Company,
supplying the City of London and the northern
district. The capital of this company amounted at
that date to £ 1,200,000; its revenue from the
supply of water was, £105,000, while the number
of houses it supplied was about 73,000. The
Hampstead Waterworks Company, which was
established in 1692, was in existence in 1837. It
was bought up by the New River Company in
1855. It had in 1837 a capital expenditure of ,
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£51,842, and an income from water customers of
about £7,000 per annum.’
The other companies supplying London north of
the Thames were four, with an average income of
upwards of £1 per house.
From a Parliamentary return issued in 1866, it
appears that in the previous year the New River
Company satisfied a daily average demand of
23,460,548 gallons of water to 111,958 tenements.
In 1901 the average daily supply had increased to
39,727,148 gallons, furnished to 173,052 houses.
Recently, in assessing the amount of compensation as between the new Metropolitan Water
Board and the London water companies, the
award of the New River Company reached nearly
ten millions sterling, or practically one-fourth of
the enormous sum set apart for placing under
popular control the whole water-supply of
Greatfif London.
Fishing has for long been prohibited in the
parts of the New River which yet remain open,
but the waters adjoining Finsbury Park
occasionally serve as a poaching-ground for
crayfish, which is caught for sale to some of the
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restaurants of Soho. During the last two years
there have been over a dozen convictions at the
Highgate and other North London police-courts
for this illegal catching of crayfish in the silent
night. Formerly people were not so particular
about the purity of the water-supply. In the early
days of Queen Victoria it was, indeed, shockingly
bad, unpleasant both in odour and in flavour.
Various Royal Commissions
and Select
Committees have been appointed to inquire into
the question of the London water-supply, but it
was not until 1847 that an attempt was made to
bring the matter under anything like popular
control. People not being so particular as now,
the New River Company were more lax in their
control of the stream. Bathing was not unknown.
Fishing was freely allowed—nominally only by
permit, but practically by all and sundry in the
then rural places.
A favourite resort for the juvenile piscators of
Islington was in that part of the river between the
Highbury Park and the Old Sluice-House
Taverns. In 1866 this section of the stream was
included in an estate of 27 acres acquired by the
Finsbury Park Freehold Landed Estate and
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Brickmaking Company, Limited, which was
formed with a capital of £60,000, to cover with
bricks and mortar the fields then extending from
Seven Sisters Road to Highbury Park. From clay
forming the bed of this part of the New River
millions of bricks were made, at an estimated
profit to the company of ,£150,000.
These few facts and figures concerning the New
River justify the story of one of the youthful
pupils at the Islington Public School some fifty
years ago. At an examination the boys were
asked to name the celebrated rivers of the world.
The seniors having reiterated all the mighty
streams, one little fellow thought to cap their
knowledge, and called out as an addition to the
list, ‘The New River, sir.’
The transition from the mighty Mississippi to
the meandering stream of the suburbs caused
much laughter at the time. But in the light of
subsequent events he was not such a very foolish
little boy, after all !
The story is absolutely true. I wonder if the
little boy still lives?
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CHAPTER XI
LITERARY, ARTISTIC, AND JOURNALISTIC
‘However, if the world is to remain always as it
is, give to all eternity new talk of Coleridge and
new essays of Charles Lamb. They will reconcile
it beyond all others; and that is much.’—LEIGH
HUNT: Autobiography.
IF there is one thing more than another which
will ever keep green the memory of North
London in the nineteenth century, it is the
abundant literary associations of the locality.
These will endure when the few remaining green
fields are covered with bricks and mortar, and
when the song of the birds which inspired
Shelley and Keats and Coleridge is altogether
hushed in the once well-wooded slopes of
Hornsey.
I have previously quoted the testimony of
William Howitt as to the rusticity of Highgate
less than forty years ago, and to the present
generation it will seem scarcely credible that only
one span of human life has lapsed since both
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Coleridge and Charles Lamb were living on the
northern outskirts of London. These two old
friends died in the same year—1834.
The associations of the former with Highgate
have been expanded into many volumes. Consequently they need brief mention here. Mr. John
Dykes Campbell, in his memoir of the poetphilosopher, says:
‘Coleridge’s arrival at Highgate marked a
turning-point in his life, the importance of which
can only be measured by the fact that it proved
his last. He was then (1816) in his forty-fourth
year, but he looked, and he probably felt, much
older. His health was broken, and he was still
under the slavery of opium, but his enfeebled
will had once more roused itself into an effort
towards freedom. . . . He was poor, and weighed
down by pecuniary debts and other unfilled
obligations. . . . He had a wife and three children,
but the house which sheltered them had long
since ceased to be a home to himself.’
Coleridge began his residence at Mr. Gillman’s,
3, The Grove, Highgate, simply as a temporary
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patient; but before three months had elapsed he
expressed great gratitude for his improved health,
and trusted to continue his stay indefinitely.
There he died July 25, 1834, being buried at
Highgate Cemetery.
The rapt one of the godlike forehead,
The heaven-eyed creature, sleeps in earth.’
Charles Lamb, ‘the gentle Elia’ or ‘ St. Charles,’
as Thackeray so happily calls him, lived at
Islington, recruited at Dalston, and retired to
Enfield, afterwards removing to a cottage at
Edmonton, where he was buried. Thus, he was
never a resident of Hornsey, although he must
have made intimate acquaintance with the
district in his many walks abroad. Both he and
Mary Lamb were frequent guests of Coleridge at
Highgate on Sundays from 1820 to 1825. It was
on returning from Highgate in a stage-coach,
which was full of Mr. Gillman’s guests, that
Charles Lamb gave utterance to one of his most
familiar jests. The coach was stopped for a
minute or two at Kentish Town. A woman asked
the coachman, ‘Are you full inside?’ Upon which
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Lamb put his head through the window, and
said, ‘I am full inside; that last piece of pudding
at Mr. Gillman’s did the business for me.’
The friendship between Coleridge and Charles
Lamb, which commenced in youth, was a very
lasting and genuine one. Just before Coleridge
died he wrote below the title of one of his early
poems: ‘Charles and Mary Lamb, dear to my
heart—yea, as it were my heart : 1797-1834.’ And
when Charles Lamb was at last enabled to realize
that Coleridge was gone, he wrote: ‘ My fifty-year
friend without a dissension. Never ‘saw I his likeness, nor probably the world can see it again.’
‘Coleridge sat on the brow of Highgate Hill in
those years,’ says Carlyle, ‘looking down on
London and its smoke-tumult, like a sage escaped
from the inanity of life’s battle, attracting towards
him the thoughts of innumerable brave souls engaged there.’
Carlyle was himself one of the first of the brave
souls attracted to Highgate, but he was not very
favourably impressed.
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‘I have seen many curiosities,’ he says; ‘not the
least of them I reckon Coleridge, the Kantian
metaphysician and quondam Lake poet. . . . I
reckon him a man of great and useless genius, a
strange and not at all a great man.’
Amongst literary giants of the thirties one can
never omit ‘ Boz,’ the inimitable Charles Dickens,
who at this time made acquaintance with ]ack
Straw’s Castle and the Spaniards on the Hampstead Lane, where the Gordon rioters went, as we
are reminded in ‘ A Tale of Two Cities.’ He also
managed to find in a resident at Muswell Hill,
and in the person of Colonel Brettle, a gentleman
who was said to have been the original of the
Patriarch in ‘Little Dorrit.’ Steerforth, we know,
lived with his mother in ‘an old brick house at
Highgate on the summit of the hill’; but from
references as to the ‘little house’ occupied by
David Copperfield and Dora, it is clear that it
must have been much nearer London and in the
district now known as Upper Holloway.
Keats, Shelley, and Leigh Hunt chiefly had their
homes in Hampstead, though the latter resided at
Highgate prior to being imprisoned for his
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relections upon the ‘ fat Adonis of fifty.’ Contemporary with them was Tom Moore, a gay young
fellow of fifty in 1830, the year in which his ‘ Life
of Lord Byron’ appeared. He did very little
afterwards, and, apart from his imperishable Irish
melodies, is perhaps best remembered by ‘Lalla
Rookh,’ which poem was published in 1817,
whilst he was living at a cottage similarly styled
at the foot of Muswell Hill. In Hutton’s ‘ Literary
Landmarks of London,’ ‘the long low brick
cottage, with a veranda in front, and a lawn
sloping down to a pond by the roadside,’ is described as lying back on the right next to the
Victoria Inn. Previously this cottage was the
summer residence of Abraham Newland, cashier
of the Bank of England, who died in 1808, worth
£200,000. M0ore’s daughter, Anne Barbara, died
at Muswell Hill, and is buried in Hornsey
Church-yard, not far from the grave of Samuel
Rogers, poet, banker, and patron of the arts.
‘Lalla Rookh’ was dedicated to Rogers, who was
at the time living at Highbury Terrace, ‘by his
grateful and affectionate friend, Thomas Moore.’
Rogers died little more than half a century ago,
yet he could tell of traitors’ heads stuck on
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Temple Bar, and knew a man who had shot snipe
in Conduit Street. His tomb may be seen from
the High Street at Hornsey, his interment taking
place there ‘in accordance with his own wish’
(Mr. P. W. Clayden’s ‘Rogers
and his
Contemporaries’) to be laid beside his brother
Henry and his sister Sarah. Upon the tomb
Rogers is described as the ‘author of the
“Pleasures of Memory,” ’ upon which work he
spent nine years. It is wonderful to think that he
began to write in 1783 and died December 18,
1855.
In the newly issued volume of Carlyle letters is
this wonderfully vivid picture:
‘I saw Rogers (Poet Rogers) a while ago, at
dinner with Taylor; a half-frozen old sardonic
Whig gentleman: no hair at all, but one of the
whitest bare scalps; blue eyes, shrewd, sad, cruel ;
toothless horseshoe mouth drawn up to the very
nose; slow-croaking, sarcastic insight, perfect
breeding.’
This was in 1836, when Rogers was seventythree. The astonishing old man declined the
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laureateship at eighty-seven, and died at ninetytwo.
Of pictures and painters there are more connected with Highgate than Hornsey. Hogarth is
associated with the Flask Inn, and George
Morland lived for a time at the Bull Inn, Highgate; Cruikshank depicted the swearing on the
horns; E. M. Ward has painted ‘ Highgate Fields
during the Great Fire of London.’ Other artists of
lesser note might be mentioned.
Of eminent actors and singers there are now
quite a number who live in Hornsey. Before the
railway there were far fewer, Kentish Town being
about as far away from the Metropolis as professional people could afford to live. One of the
first to get up the hill was Charles Mathews the
elder, who was intimate with Coleridge and all
the wits of his days; although still earlier in the
century Grimaldi, the clown, used for a time to
drive home to Finchley at night from Sadler’s
Wells. Harley, the celebrated comedian, at one
time resided at Highgate. He died while
performing at the Princess’s Theatre in 1858.
Samuel Phelps was also intimately associated
with North London, and is buried at Highgate
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Cemetery.
Twenty years ago it was not considered quite
respectable to come home by the last train from
King’s Cross, for ladies did not then dine at
fashionable restaurants, and theatre-parties were
far fewer than they are to-day. Now the suburban station at King’s Cross is very much alive
at midnight, and thousands get home to Hornsey
by the latest trains after detention in the Metropolis on business or pleasure. But in the days
when Henry Irving was making Shakespearian
records at the Lyceum, and the earliest of the
Savoy operas were becoming the talk of the town,
there was merely a handful of passengers by
either the 12 midnight or the 12.5 train—the one
High Barnet, and the other main-line. Some of
these, however, were men and women who have
since become very prominent in the public gaze.
Friend of Charles Dickens and pioneer of cheap
literature for the million, Charles Knight, who
lived for a time at Highgate, and was buried at
Windsor some thirty years ago, was one of the
earliest to foresee the power of a cheap
newspaper press. In reply to inquiry from the
then Chancellor of the Exchequer, he wrote (in
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1855) :
‘For the advancement of many objects of
improvement, such as sanitary measures, which
depend as much upon the people themselves as
upon the local administrators, I think a well-conducted cheap newspaper press would be of enormous advantage. For the teaching of common
things nothing could be more efficient than a
good newspaper.’
These words have borne abundant fruit, and
much of it has grown and developed in North
London, not a little even in Hornsey. In the same
year that Charles Knight wrote the words above
quoted, the Clerkenwell News first saw the light,
afterwards becoming the Daily Chronicle. Then,
in 1856, came the Islington Gazette, first as a
weekly, then tri-weekly, and ultimately a daily. It
was followed by sundry other purely local
papers—the City Press in 1857, the Barnet Press
in 1859, and the Hampstead and Highgate
Express in 1860, the latter passing two years later
into the hands of the proprietor who retained its
direction until he recently died. In the early
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sixties the Tottenham Herald and the Hackney
and Kingsland Gazette were first published, and
in March, 1866, was issued the Horsey Hornet.
This now-forgotten print ‘ for all North London ’
subsequently moved to the City as the Hornet,
and eventually was said to have had more
proprietors than subscribers, when it expired as a
somewhat scurrilous gossip of things theatrical.
It was, however, the pioneer of the newspaper
press in Hornsey. ‘Sprightly, scholarly, ironical,
and withal sensible,’ its success as a local paper
raised a swarm of imitators. Punch suggested
that it would soon be
followed by the
Wimbledon Wasp and the Woolwich Working
Bee. It was first published monthly, soon
fortnightly, and was launched as ‘ the means of
intercommunication for local wants and ideas,
and also to assist the necessities of its blind pub~
lisher, the village newsman.’ The latter charitable
aim was frustrated by local jealousies. The publishing-office was at Haringey Terrace, Hornsey,
and the projector and original proprietor was
Mr. Henry Scott Simpson. With him were associated ‘Frank Barrett,’ the novelist, then engaged
in business in Bishopsgate; David Anderson, who
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started the first London School of journalism ;
the present Superintendent Registrar of Islington,
and others who have since become famous in
literature as well as journalism.
Not until two years later did the North
Middlesex Chronicle appear, followed in 1872 by
the Holloway Press, and in 1877 by the Islington
News, originally brought out at the instigation of
certain local politicians to crush the Gazette—an
enterprise which signally failed. About this time
the district now known as Finsbury Park was fast
gaining in population, and for a brief period the
Finsbury Park Weathercock greeted the public
gaze. It was a curious title for a newspaper, the
presumable intention being to indicate the ways
the local winds blew. More ambitious efforts in
local journalism were made in 1879, when
Walter Pelham (Taunton), a public entertainer
and sometime secretary of the Savage Club,
issued a highly
creditable North North
Middlesex Magazine. It was originally intended
exclusively for Hornsey, and expired of inanition
after vainly appealing for successive months to
the whole of North London.
In the same yea r was first published what is
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now the deservedly successful and recognised
local paper—to wit, the Hornsey Journal, with its
sixteen large pages every Friday afternoon.
Originally it consisted of four pages only, and
was styled the Seven Sisters and Finsbury Park
Journal, with an allegorical picture of the ladies
included in the title. This was changed to the
Hornsey and Finsbury Park Journal when in the
hands of the present
writer, its original
publisher.
Other local papers have followed. Some have
died. Highgate and Crouch End have chiefly
served as burial-places.
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CHAPTER XII
EPILOGUE: SOME MODERN ASPECTS
‘ Life, to be worthy of a rational being, must be
always in progression; we must always purpose
to do more or better than in past times.’
—DR. JOHNSON.
THE charter of incorporation for the borough of
Hornsey was granted on August 17, 1903. That
date fixes for all time the end of the embryonic
order of things with which the preceding chapters
have been mainly occupied. By right of rateable
value and population the once rural parish of
Hornsey has been raised to the rank and dignity
of a municipal borough. Its powers, its interests,
and its influences, are now consolidated, and the
borough forms a constituent element in the
world’s greatest empire. It is one of the seventysix ‘ great towns’ in this country with more than
50,000 inhabitants, and, with a death-rate of 7.69
per thousand, it is absolutely the healthiest of
them all. That the Mayor and Corporation of
Hornsey will not be less mindful of the welfare
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of the inhabitants than the patchwork authorities
of the past is scarcely to be doubted, and if only
the municipality prove faithful to their trust, the
further progress and good government of
Hornsey are amply assured.
The application of electricity to the actual pivot
upon which all railway communication is
centred, and the elaborate preparations for
electric tramways on the eastern and western
boundaries of the borough, will doubtless do
even more than the charter of incorporation to
still further and speedily change the external
aspects of Hornsey. In many ways, and by many
people, this change will, no doubt, be regretted.
But in such a progressive and rapidly growing
neighbourhood the introduction of the most
modern and approved means of communication
was inevitable. The development of Hornsey has
ever been apace with the times. Indeed, the
contrast between the primitive platforms which
did duty for the old station at Seven Sisters Road
and the mammoth railway junction now known
as Finsbury Park is in itself one of the most
remarkable within the memory of middle-aged
men. The only suburban railway centres to
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compare with Finsbury are Willesden and
Clapham junction, and actually it is only thirtyfive years since the directors of the Great
Northern Railway begrudged most modest
expenditure for mere waiting-room and
platform covering. Then the passing of a train
was an event in the day. Now there are
frequently five or six trains in the station at one
time, and often there is less than a minute’s
interval between the departure of one and the
arrival of another at the same platform. Beneath
the main-line station has been constructed the
terminus of the City and Great Northern Electric
Railway—and this without the slightest break in
the ordinary time-table—with lifts and
subterranean passages and offices, and all the
accessories for a suburban traffic estimated at
upwards of 20 millions of passengers per annum.
To take the figures of only the last few years,
the increase in the suburban traffic of the Great
Northern Railway is proved to have been phenomenal. In 1886 it amounted to 17.5 million
passengers per annum, in 1891 it had increased
to 22.5 millions, and just before the Electric
Railway was opened on Sunday, February 15,
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1904, it amounted to no less than 30 millions.
This means that on the suburban lines only,
excluding Sundays there were something like
100,000 passengers per diem.
At the half-yearly meeting of the Great
Northern Railway, held on February 12, 1904, the
chairman, Lord Allerton, reported that during
the period under review there had been an
increase in the number of passengers in every
suburban district served by the line, the total
increase for the half-year being 427,000.
At this same meeting a well-earned compliment
was paid to the Engineer of the Great Northern
Railway, Mr. Ross, upon whom the responsibility
rested for the construction of the subterranean
station at Finsbury Park. Said Lord Allerton:
‘He has been building an underground station
within a few feet of the surface of Finsbury Park
Station, right under the station, right under the
line; and although we have as many as a thousand
trains per day passing over that portion of the
line, the work has been carried out, so far as the
Great Northern Railway is concerned, without
an accident or without a hitch.’
Primarily, no doubt, the healthiness of Hornsey
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has had most to do with its rapid rise as a
residential resort; and equally certain it is that
additional impetus will be given to its growth by
easier, cheaper, and quicker means of access to
the southern and western districts of the
metropolis. The latter development in respect to
the Great Northern and Piccadilly Electric
Railway is yet to come; but the new electric line
opened to the City, by its connection with the
South London tube at Moorgate Street, provides
for the first time a direct and expeditious means
of communication between the north and south
of the Thames. I apprehend that this will lead to
a steady influx of population from the less
salubrious and badly served southern suburbs;
and already there is evidence of this attraction of
the north taking effect, from the number of
people one meets on the railway who are evident
strangers to the locality through which they are
passing.
Formerly, when ‘crowded out,’ our honest
London citizens, their clerks and assistants, lived
either north or south of the Thames; and their
interests, their pastimes, and their prejudices (in
the matter of locality), were as distinct as those of
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people living in Cambridge and Cornwall. People
removed from Islington to Holloway, from
Stroud
Green to Muswell Hill, but they
invariably remained true to their residence in
North London. So it was with inhabitants of the
southern suburbs. But with more rapid means of
intercommunication these old distinctions are
disappearing, and will doubtless do so more
largely in the immediate future.
To the new as well as the old residents of North
London it is believed that the contents of the
preceding chapters will prove of more than
passing interest. Every intelligent human being is
the better for knowing something of the locality
in which his lot is cast. In respect to Hornsey, it
is to be hoped that this knowledge will lead to
wider sympathy with all that concerns the welfare
of the people and the place.
The present writer, without being unduly
egotistic, may perhaps be permitted to say that
he can from experience declare Hornsey to be a
handier as well as a healthier place of residence
than any similar suburb within double the
distance of London. Croydon, which enjoys
nearly as good health record, and experienced
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remarkable development towards the end of last
century, has the disability of being just twice as
far removed as Hornsey is from the centres of
commerce. And Croydon is too much like—as
indeed it is—a self-contained as well as a
corporate town. Hornsey is different, in as much
as the character of its several districts varies
almost as widely as do the aspects of towns in the
uplands and lowlands of our sea-girt isle.
Therefore, with knowledge like Samuel Weller’s,
both ‘ extensive and peculiar’ of all the London
suburbs, and with residential experience of
places as far removed as Forest Hill and
Kingston-on-Thames, I do not hesitate to affirm
that Hornsey can more than hold its own with
any similar residential neighbourhood—not only
for health and general attractiveness of its
surroundings, but for educational advantages and
efficient local administration, for facilities of
communication, and for all the other varied
considerations which affect the happiness and
enjoyment of life.
That Hornsey has history not without its
picturesque elements in the past I hope the
preceding pages have amply proved that there
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are still greater achievements for the future to
disclose I do not for one moment doubt. It may
with truth be said the story of this modern
suburb has been imperfectly told. The more
recent developments, I frankly admit, have been
but lightly touched upon. There are builders of
suburbs as well as builders of Empire in the
fullest sense of the phrase. These have not been
inadvertently overlooked. Mention of them—as
well as of many other modern details—is omitted
because they more intimately affect the material
making than the discursive story of a modern
suburb. To the historian of the future, therefore, I
leave the many matters of moment which have
not come within the scope of this gossip
concerning the
highways and byways of
Hornsey.

